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Ashley Somogyi 

 

Abstract 

The phrase ‘an army marches on its stomach’ is often attributed to both Napoleon 

Bonaparte and Fredrick the Great of Prussia, yet regardless of the source the statement 

remains valid in all conflicts.
1
 Without food an army certainly cannot perform, but food 

played other roles beyond that of a basic human necessity. Food is intrinsically tied to the 

formation and interpretation of memories. It could represent comfort, home, stability and a 

temporary escape from the grim chaos and deprivation of a soldier’s life on campaign. This 

physical and psychological link enables food to be employed as a powerful poetic tool to 

enhance the shock and terror of battle. Food’s physical presence in the trenches, as much as 

the recollection of it, alienated soldiers from reality, creating a ‘prospective memory’ causing 

soldiers to look forward in reference to past events.
2
 Yet in doing so soldiers endangered 

themselves; the removal from reality, however briefly, could be deadly. Food was used in 

literature about World War One to divide the world of home from the world of war and to 

demonstrate how the two could not coexist. This paper seeks to examine the role of food in 

the expression of troop life, memory and nostalgia as well its implementation as a means of 

dramatically juxtaposing the violence of war with the safety of home. By using first-hand 

accounts and literature of British World War One soldiers such as Wilfrid Gibson, Robert 

Graves and Isaac Rosenberg and non-combatants, I will demonstrate the role food played in 

illustrating both danger and discontent and in the trenches. 

 

Key Words: World War One, food, trenches, memory, nostalgia, reality, Robert Graves, 

Wilfrid Gibson, Isaac Rosenberg, war poets 

 

***** 

 

Food’s Link to Memory 

 

When fellows are really against it they don't dream about girls, or booze, or even 

about home, they dream about food. An army marches on its stomach as General Haig 

said. Or was it Napoleon? Well you're a clever fellow who knows things like that. It's 

common sense. An army marches on its stomach. He knew a thing or two about 

soldiers, did Haig, Napoleon or whoever said it.
3
  

 

Food was used to characterize World War One and engender feelings for home. Before 

Britain declared war against Germany on 4 August 1914, popular opinion said that the war 

would be a short one.
4
 Field Marshall Herbert Kitchener was one of the only military leaders 

to predict a drawn-out and bloody conflict, initiating a massive recruitment campaign for the 

‘New Army’ or ‘Kitchener’s Army’. Yet despite Kitchener’s prophecies, the outlook 

embraced by a considerable portion of eager young men across social classes was the idea of 

‘the grand picnic’, a notion of a fair sportsman-like conflict in which men would go to battle, 

enjoy the formative experience of martial conflict and return home for Christmas.
5
 One such 

individual was Charles Lawson, who was among the original volunteers who joined the train 

at Waterloo in September 1914. He remarked that the excitement in the air on that morning 

made enlisting and the idea of war seem 'like a delightful picnic'.  He was among the many 

eager young men who falsified his age in order to enlist.
6
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Food occupies a particularly important position in the psychological experience and 

interpretation of events. As Holtzman states food, 

 

is an intrinsically multilayered and multidimensional subject—with social, 

psychological, physiological, symbolic dimensions, to name merely a few—and with 

culturally constructed meanings that differ not merely, as we naturally assume, in the 

perspectives of our subjects, but indeed in the perspectives of the authors […]
7
 

 

Engaging with food is an intense sensory activity, involving the faculties of not only taste but 

sight, smell and often touch, and thus very frequently becomes intimately attached to 

memory. The enjoyment or non-enjoyment of a meal is significantly tied with the overall 

experience of an event and emotional association later attributed to that memory.
8
 

Anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss believed that while all senses functioned together using 

sensory codes, enabling the total expression of experiences, that that responsible for taste was 

privileged above others due to its frequency of use and ability to translate the experiences of 

other senses.
9
 Food possesses the power to effect the overall interpretation of an event or 

period of a time in life, causing memory to ‘intrinsically destabilize truth through a concern 

with the subjective ways that the past is recalled, memorialized, and used to construct the 

present’.
10

 The memory of excellent or terrible meals can become intimately tied with 

emotion, thus when waxing nostalgic about childhood people often speak sentimentally of our 

mother’s cooking, or when recalling a special social event the quality of the food is also given 

as an indicator of enjoyment. This is true of the diaries of soldiers. Their brevity often 

characterizes these journals or diaries, which is to be expected under the volatile and 

uncertain conditions soldiers lived in. Despite this, eating was often considered an important 

enough event to be worthy of mention, as a diary entry by A. L. N. Russell shows:   

 

15 Nov 1915. We got up at 5.30 this morning and had an unprecedentedly good 

breakfast of bacon and sausages. Then we paraded at 7.15 am and marched to 

Ludgershall, all of us glad it was no further.
11

  

 

 The unique place that food occupies in the interpretation of memory and experience 

becomes significant in the poetry of World War One as a way of juxtaposing military life 

against civilian life. Non-ration food, such as food sent from home or purchased in a foreign 

town, was often a source of comfort and engendered feelings of familiarity because of the 

associative powers it delivered to the senses. Soldiers often wrote home requesting these sorts 

of ‘comfort foods.’ In December 1914, Lionel Cohen, an Old Etonian, wrote from the 

trenches to thank 'for the pheasants and clothes, and to mother for the butter', adding that 'the 

brandy has again arrived and I am looking forward to getting the weekly editions of The 

Telegraph.'
12

 Memories could be constructed through food and its relation to historical, ethnic 

and nationalist identities.
13

 Yet it served a more simple function as well: enjoyment, the 

simple, uncomplicated pleasure of taste that is appreciated all the more in situations of 

scarcity. During a bombardment at Brickstacks near Cuinchy, France, as Lionel Renton 

hurried through the front line trenches to deliver a message he came across a postman 

contentedly sitting and eating a sandwich. 

 

'You seem happy enough despite the bombardment?' Lionel said. 

‘Oh I’m happy enough sir.' replied the postman. ‘You can have a bombardment any 

time, sir, but it is not every day that you get a cheese sandwich.'
14
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Food can trigger a retreat into memory or nostalgia or even disassociation with the 

contemporary environment, as tastes and smells become cognitively linked with memory. 

Further, as is suggested by Sutton, the sensory aspects of food such as taste, texture, scent and 

visual appeal, can form part of the ‘constructions of senses of place […] and a tautology of 

food and identity’.
15

 The postman’s ability to take such pleasure in a simply cheese sandwich 

despite his surroundings is indicative of the cognitive influence of food and the strength of its 

associations over the contemporary environment. 

 

 

Trenches, Home and Dangerous Meals 

‘Breakfast’, a poem by Wilfrid W. Gibson was written before Gibson had any first-hand 

experience in the war, distinguishing his work from that of famous combatant poets like 

Sassoon, Owen and Graves.
16

 Though largely overlooked in modern anthologies, Gibson was 

one of the most highly influential poets to come out of the war. He was a key contributor to 

Georgian Poetry, a series of anthologies that included writers such as Edmund Blunden, 

Rupert Brooke and D. H. Lawrence.
17

 While Gibson would ultimately join the war effort in 

1917, his prior work is remarkable because of his capability of writing powerfully descriptive 

poems based on second-hand sources, such as newspaper articles.
18

 ‘Breakfast’ is among the 

earliest of Gibson’s poems to address the war. His work lacks the glamorization of battle that 

many early war poems possessed; instead it broaches the plight of the ranker. His use of both 

food and football, first as a means to invoke ideas of home and the southing sentimentality of 

a popular pastime, then as a violent means to demonstrate the incompatibility of these feelings 

with the reality and vulnerability of existence in the trenches.   

 

 We ate our breakfast lying on our backs, 

 Because the shells were screeching overhead. 

 I bet a rasher to a loaf of bread 

 That Hull United would beat Halifax 

 When Jimmy Stainhorp played full-back instead 

 Of Billy Bradford. Ginger raised his head 

 And cursed, and took the bet; and dropt back dead. 

 We ate our breakfast lying on our backs, 

 Because the shells were screeching overhead. 

  

The first line lures the reader into a sense of leisure and safety. ‘We ate our breakfast lying on 

our backs,’ this invokes images perhaps of a lazy school morning or the bliss of that last 

summer before the war began.  The shells seem almost benign as if the soldiers are laying on 

their back to watch them for enjoyment, the ‘screeching’ in this moment could be likened that 

that of birds or a fireworks display, but is simultaneously ominous. It is a sharp harsh word 

and hints towards a change in tone of the poem. The reader is led onwards to thoughts 

reminiscent of the comforts of home: a football match, a friendly bet and a discussion of a 

sport enjoyed by a significant number of boys and men. The removal from the sounds of 

battle in lines three to six again give us a sense of comfort caused by both the mental and 

geographical distance between events. ‘When Jimmy Stainhrop played full-back instead/ Of 

Billy Bradford. Ginger raised his head’, the discussion of alternate players leads us to imagine 

that what will follow ‘Ginger rais(ing) his head’ will perhaps be a description of a header or 

some move in the game, but instead the reader is suddenly jarred and horrified with the 

realisation that Ginger is not playing a game on the football field but on the field of battle and 

has been shot dead. Line seven violently brings back the reality of the soldier’s life; the rapid 

movement from one scene to the next illustrates unpredictability and the uncertainty of 
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continuance. The poem then returns to the opening first two lines. ‘We ate our breakfast lying 

on our backs’ no longer inspires feelings of home, but rather the terror and desperation of 

being forced to do so demonstrates the inappropriateness and almost the absurdity of nostalgia 

as ‘the shells (are) screeching overhead’. The poem endeavours to illustrate the unforgiving 

nature of battle, by allowing the reader to temporarily move between the world of memory 

and the mercilessness of the present, demonstrating that nostalgia does not provide immunity 

to the lethal nature of war. Food is used as a link between worlds, representative of both 

realities but also demonstrative of their vast differences in time, action and modes of 

existence. 

Gibson again uses food in ‘Between the Lines’ but this time as a symbol of the malice 

and danger of war because of its connection to memories outside the conflict: 

 

(…) 

That old trench, it seemed  

Almost like home to him. He’d slept and fed  

And sung and smoked in it, while shrapnel screamed  

And shells went whining harmless overhead—         65 

Harmless, at least, as far as he …  

                  But Dick—  

Dick hadn’t found them harmless yesterday,  

At breakfast, when he’d said he couldn’t stick  

Eating dry bread, and crawled out the back way,         70 

And brought them butter in a lordly dish—  

Butter enough for all, and held it high,  

Yellow and fresh and clean as you would wish—  

When plump upon the plate from out the sky  

A shell fell bursting … Where the butter went,         75 

God only knew!…  

                  And Dick … He dared not think  

Of what had come to Dick … or what it meant—  

The shrieking and the whistling and the stink  

He’d lived in fourteen days and nights. ’Twas luck         80 

That he still lived … And queer how little then  

He seemed to care that Dick … perhaps ’twas pluck  

That hardened him—a man among the men—  

Perhaps … Yet, only think things out a bit,  

And he was rabbit-livered, blue with funk!         85 

And he’d liked Dick … and yet when Dick was hit,  

He hadn’t turned a hair. The meanest skunk  

He should have thought would feel it when his mate  

Was blown to smithereens—Dick, proud as punch,  

Grinning like sin, and holding up the plate—         90 

But he had gone on munching his dry hunch,  

Unwinking, till he swallowed the last crumb.  

Perhaps ’t was just because he dared not let  

His mind run upon Dick, who’d been his chum.  

He dared not now, though he could not forget.
 19

  

 

 

Here the shells and the war are indirectly personified, and part of an intentional attack on 
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people and items that recall pre-war life or home. Dick tries to disassociate himself from the 

reality of war by correlating aspects of trench life with home life, thus mentally removing 

himself from his current predicament:  

 

That old trench, it seemed 

Almost like home to him. He’d slept and fed 

And sung and smoked in it, while shrapnel screamed 

And shells went whining harmless overhead— 

 

The shrapnel and shells are “harmless”; their conjunction with domestic activities makes them 

take on the form of birds flying harmlessly overhead as they did in the beginning of 

‘Breakfast’. Dick is unable to break with the comforts of home such as having buttered bread 

and holds the tray of butter aloft in defiance of trench life. The butter becomes a symbol of 

home and life outside of war, of peace, comfort and tranquillity, and as such it is immediately 

attacked and annihilated because it is an intruder and an enemy to the mentality and continued 

existence of the soldier and war. The butter, being soft and fresh, is synonymous with what 

life in trenches is not. The shells target Dick and his butter, as the embodiments of the link to 

pre-war life, to remove them before they can affect others. The second unnamed soldier dares 

not look in Dick’s direction or think of him, despite having liked him, because to do so would 

force him to think of food and home, rendering him the target of the war’s malice. In order to 

survive he must live in the moment, to subsist off his dry bread without connecting it to 

thoughts of other places or times that will remove him from his current reality. Thoughts of 

Dick must exist in the periphery, remembered briefly but unacknowledged just as the 

existence of life before war. Recalling home and the life lived there incurs the malice of war 

and results in the destruction or death of those that endeavour to recall them. 

 

 

Food for Finding Common Ground and Escaping War 

Food could also provide a common ground between men on both sides of No-Man’s-Land. 

At Givenchy, an event similar to the unofficial ceasefire at the great Christmas football game 

24 December 1914, occurred.
20

  Both Allied and German forces agreed to cease hostilities 

during breakfast time so that men could enjoy their food without fear. This understanding 

seemed to develop as a result of the extreme proximity between opposing trench lines and the 

horrible conditions that all men found themselves living in. The account of the situation tells 

us that, 

 

Life in those flooded holes was miserable for both sides. Fellows needed a moment to 

enjoy their grub and both sides respected that. Neither side sent over mortar shells or 

grenades at breakfast time. The regiment opposite us were Saxons, decent fellows. 

The trenches were so close that we could hear them talking or singing.
21

  

 

When the opportunity arose for soldiers to purchase fresh local food it was remembered with 

happiness. After crossing stormy seas to Flanders many soldiers found themselves too sea 

sick to think of food, let alone eat it. However, after two days and nights in Wimereux, 

France, lacking the proper means to cook, for the 16
th

 Public Schools Battalion the sight of 

French women carrying fresh food for sale was welcomed:  

 

Soldiers soon recovered their appetite and even the most sea-sick were now 

ravenously hungry. To Alf's delight, the commercially astute ladies of Boulogne 

anticipated this need for food and walked or cycled up the steep cobbled road from the 
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port to the camp wrapped in clean linen. The baskets carried fresh bread, hot from the 

baker and pats of Normandy butter. They exchanged food for francs, shillings, or 

anything of value the soldiers could barter.
22

  

 

During quieter times food was not always welcomed but treated with irony or solemnity in 

literature. Isaac Rosenberg uses the scene of a French café in ‘From France’ to demonstrate 

the destruction of life by the war and the demoralizing effects of nostalgia.
23

 Raised as a 

pacifist, Rosenberg’s enlistment was met with shock by his family. However he did not join 

due to patriotism, for he felt none, nor because he hated the Germans, but likely due to his 

need for an income.
24

 As a Jew he suffered discrimination and prejudice while serving, 

finding it difficult to understand why he was singled out from other soldiers though he 

performed the same role.
25

 His hatred of killing and disgust with the war often come through 

in the tone of his poems.
26

  

 

The spirit drank the Café lights; 

All the hot life that glittered there, 

And heard men say to women gay. 

‘Life is just so in France’. 

 

The spirit dreams of Café lights, 

And golden faces and soft tones, 

And hears men groan to broken men, 

‘This is not Life in France’. 

 

Heaped stones and a charred signboard shows 

With grass between the dead folk under, 

And some birds sing, while the spirit takes wing. 

And this is life in France. 

 

The poem’s tone is grave and expresses isolation, sentiments Rosenberg himself was 

intimately familiar with, while his interest in romance, as well as in the depiction of poetic 

reality are illustrated in the first stanza.
27

 This spirit of the Café is linked both in memory and 

existence. The Café represents life, a place normally filled with food and busy with people. 

The spirit that seems to dwell within the café or perhaps France itself, though it progresses 

through time as the café does, it does not move forward but is perpetually concerned with the 

past. ‘The spirit drank the Café light / The spirit dreams of Café lights / the spirit takes wing’, 

the spirit longs for the time of peace and ‘when hot life glittered there’. The second stanza 

informs us that life in France has fundamentally changed and all that remains of it are 

memories. This idea is further cemented through the depiction of the ruined café in the last 

stanza. The café, symbolic of life, transformed from a place full of vigour to one occupied by 

broken men, then finally to charred rubble full of the dead. With life gone the ‘spirit’, which 

could simultaneously be representative of hope, of a way of life or the ephemeral sprit of 

France, also leaves: what remains is simply a pile of stone and bodies. These lines share the 

same fatalistic view as Rosenberg’s ‘August, 1914’: Three lives hath one life—/ Iron, honey, 

gold./ The gold, the honey gone—/ Left is the hard and cold.
28

 Rosenberg anticipates an 

empty future. No one has returned to rebuild or bury the bodies, instead that which man has 

destroyed has been left to be reclaimed by nature. The spirit, in trying to recall happier days, 

succeeds in finding only misery and is forced to abandon that which it once enjoyed or else 

perish with it. 
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Food had the ability to offer brief moments of reprieve from the violence and uncertainty 

of life in the war. It was equally an important element as a demonstration of friendship and 

support between men as is shown by Oliver Lyttelton, old Etonian and an officer in the 

Grenadier Guards. In March 1915, Lyttelton wrote home requesting certain items be sent to 

him in the trenches. What makes his request interesting is his insistence on having three of 

everything sent so that they can be shared with his two mess companions. Among the things 

he asked for were,  

 

strong knives and forks, some horn cups, very small for port etc. … sorts of things like 

tongue (tinned), tinned lamb and peas, pate or even a cold chicken are very popular. I 

shouldn't order a fixed show from Fortnum and Mason, but if you could send say once 

a week a selection of the above kind of things, together with a bottle of port (F and M 

No. 4) it would be splendid.
29

  

 

Old Boys’ Dinners held behind the lines also offered important opportunities for connecting 

with fellow soldiers and were thus both socially and psychologically significant. These 

dinners presented a unique venue for reconnecting with life before the war, to learn news 

from home and enjoy food and comradeship in a similar manner to life at school. Public 

School boys in the war ‘would bend every rule to attend’ these events.
30

 Marlborough held 

one such dinner in January 1917 in Bailleul, just ten miles south of Ypres. The boys of Christ 

Church, New Zealand dinned together at Heliopolis, Egypt, in January 1915, while Eton 

upheld its traditional Fourth of June dinner, with Etonians reportedly gathering in 

Mesopotamia, East Africa, Belgium and France to mark the occasion.
31

  

Robert Graves’s poem ‘Corporal Stare’ shatters the enjoyment of one such happy 

occasion. Though the poem does not depict an Old Boys’ Dinner the extravagance of the 

meal, the joy and spirit of the evening creates a similar distance between itself and the war.
32

  

 

BACK from the line one night in June,  

I gave a dinner at Bethune—  

Seven courses, the most gorgeous meal  

Money could buy or batman steal.  

Five hungry lads welcomed the fish         5 

With shouts that nearly cracked the dish;  

Asparagus came with tender tops,  

Strawberries in cream, and mutton chops.  

Said Jenkins, as my hand he shook,  

“They’ll put this in the history book.”         10 

We bawled Church anthems in choro  

Of Bethlehem and Hermon snow,  

With drinking songs, a jolly sound  

To help the good red Pommard round.  

Stories and laughter interspersed,         15 

We drowned a long La Bassée thirst—  

Trenches in June make throats damned dry.  

Then through the window suddenly,  

Badge, stripes and medals all complete,  

We saw him swagger up the street,         20 

Just like a live man—Corporal Stare!  

Stare! Killed last May at Festubert.  

Caught on patrol near the Boche wire,  
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Torn horribly by machine-gun fire!  

He paused, saluted smartly, grinned,         25 

Then passed away like a puff of wind,  

Leaving us blank astonishment.  

The song broke, up we started, leant  

Out of the window—nothing there,  

Not the least shadow of Corporal Stare,         30 

Only a quiver of smoke that showed  

A fag-end dropped on the silent road. 

(…) 

 

 

The poem immediately immerses the reader in the scene of a lavish meal. ‘The five hungry 

lads’ give us the impression of five hungry soldiers, worn and tired from life in the trenches, 

having known neither a good meal nor an occasion for joy in some time and rightfully excited 

at the prospects of the evening. The food is described in detail and the cheerful events of the 

evening hint at nothing but the simple enjoyment of dinner among comrades. The lively 

rhythm and alternating end rhyme thus far have given the poem a light-hearted quality in 

keeping with the tone of the event. However, hints of darkness and the war creep in at lines 

eleven and sixteen: ‘we bawled’, ‘we drowned’, and then in line seventeen the rhyme scheme 

is suddenly broken and the reference is made plain ‘Trenches in June make throats damned 

dry’. At the height of their revelry and the first mention of the war the ghost of Corporal 

Stare, their dead companion, appears. The rapid change in end rhyme from alternating to 

couplet form impresses a feeling of urgency representative of the shock and rapid 

abandonment of the festivities as the soldiers try to catch a glimpse of their dead comrade. 

While he had been ‘Torn horribly by machine-gun fire’ he does not appear as a bloodied, 

mutilated spectre but is in his complete uniform, wearing all his medals as if dressed for the 

party himself. He salutes the startled men, grins and disappears. Corporal Stare is not simply a 

ghost, he is a ghost of the war, and he represents the memories the men have tried to forget 

during their dinner. The corporal appears to remind them of their place in contemporary 

events, that they are soldiers and that the evening is as temporary as his life had been. Though 

the corporal disrupts the dinner he does not appear to wish to end it, he is non-menacing 

(well, as non-menacing as the returning of a dead comrade can be), he does not offer the 

visage of a battle-ravaged soldier killed in the wires, but represents the soldier at his best. 

Graves does not need to shock the reader with scenes of horror but he produces a disturbing 

effect by his invocation of a dead man’s spirit. Corporal Stare is a spirit in both the 

metaphysical sense as much as the ethos of militarism.  

If the environment of Graves’s upbringing is considered, one inundated with ideas of 

masculinity, honour and expectations of the privileged social class he belonged to, and 

contrast this with the mental, as well as physical anguish he suffered a result of shell shock, 

the manifestation of Corporal Stare takes on a more disturbing form. The corporal becomes 

not just the embodiment of soldierly ideals but also of the duties to preform that forced many 

men to enlist and so stressed fellow members of Graves’s regiment, the Royal Welsh 

Fusiliers. Graves gives vivid accounts of the horrors he experienced serving in World War 

One in Good-Bye to All That, giving voice to his change of ideals and disillusionment with 

the war.
33

 The corporal may also be a reference to Graves’s own ‘re-emergence from the 

grave’. At the Battle of the Somme in 1916 Graves sustained injuries so severe that his death 

was officially reported, only for the paper to later correct. He makes light of this in a letter to 

Sassoon, but one can only imagine the horror of awakening in a train of deceased soldiers.
34

 

Viewing the poem with Graves’s personal experiences in mind makes it take on a different 

form, one that is more acutely personal and disturbing. The corporal becomes a force, 
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aesthetically appealing yet with the malign purpose of pulling men into the war either through 

the promise of the glory once thought to be a soldier’s life or through the unrelenting social 

pressures to do one’s duty. He links both the civilian and martial world but is the herald of the 

latter, and while he appears unscathed, this visage hides the truth of his existence just as a 

great amount of propaganda and jingoistic poetry hid the reality of life in combat. The 

corporal thus represents the popular or desired image of the soldier that the public at large 

encountered that obscured the truth of martial life from those who either had not or did not 

wish to see it. 

 

Food’s Dividing Line  

Returning again to Gibson, ‘Strawberries’, written in 1917, is possibly the most powerful 

example of a poem’s representation of the alienation the soldier and civilian from one 

another.
35

 This poem is unique among those selected as it illustrates the mutual 

destructiveness of recollection, no longer isolating those on the Western Front. This danger is 

further complicated by the difficulty of understanding one another’s experience due to the 

inability of language and the imagination to aptly express the trauma and severity of the 

soldier’s experiences in terms that a non-combatant can fully comprehend. 

 

Since four she had been plucking strawberries: 

And it was only eight now; and the sun 

Already blazing. There'd be little ease 

For her until the endless day was done... 

 

Yet, why should she have any ease, while he -- 

While he... 

But there, she mustn't think of him, 

Fighting beneath that burning sun, maybe, -- 

His rifle nigh red-hot, and every limb 

Aching for sleep, the sweat dried on his brow, 

And baking in the blaze, and such a thirst, 

Prickly and choking, she could feel it now 

In her own throat. He'd said it was the worst, 

In his last letter, worst of all to bear, 

That burning thirst -- that, and the hellish noise... 

 

And she was plucking strawberries: and there 

In the cool shadow of the elm their boys, 

Their baby-boys, were sleeping quietly... 

 

But she was aching too: her head and back 

Were one hot blinding ache; and dizzily 

Sometimes across her eyes the light swam black 

With dancing spots of red... 

So ripe and sweet 

Among their fresh green leaves the strawberries lay, 

Although the earth was baking in the heat, 

Burning her soles -- and yet the summer day 

Was young enough! 

If she could only cram 

A handful of fresh berries sweet and cool 
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Into his mouth, while he... 

A red light swam 

Before her eyes... 

She mustn't think, poor fool, 

What he'd be doing now, or she'd go crazed... 

Then what would happen to them left alone -- 

The little lads! 

And he would be fair mazed, 

When he came back, to see how they had grown, 

William and Dick, and how they talked. Two year, 

Since he had gone -- and he had never set 

His eyes upon his youngest son. 'Twas queer 

To think he hadn't seen his baby yet, -- 

And it nigh fourteen months old. 

Everything 

Was queer in these days. She could never guess 

How it had come about that he could bring 

Himself to go and fight. 'Twas little less 

Than murder to have taken him, and he 

So mild and easy-tempered, never one 

For drink or picking quarrels hastily... 

And now he would be fighting in that sun... 

'Twas quite beyond her. Yet, somehow, it seemed 

He'd got to go. She couldn't understand... 

When they had married, little had they dreamed 

What things were coming to! In all the land 

There was no gentler husband... 

It was queer: 

She couldn't get the rights of it, no way. 

She thought and thought, but couldn't get it clear 

Why he'd to leave his own work -- making hay 

'Twould be this weather -- leave his home, and all -- 

His wife and his young family, and go 

To fight in foreign lands, and maybe fall, 

Fighting another lad he didn't know, 

And had no quarrel with... 

The world was mad, 

Or she was going crazy. Anyhow 

She couldn't see the rights of it ... Her lad 

Had thought it right to go, she knew... 

But now 

She mustn't think about it all ... And so 

She'd best stop puzzling, and pluck strawberries... 

 

And every woman plucking in the row 

Had husband, son, or brother overseas. 

 

Men seemed to see things differently: and still 

She wondered sore if even they knew why 

They went themselves, almost against their will... 
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But sure enough, that was her baby's cry. 

'Twas feeding time: and she'd be glad to rest 

Her back a bit. It always gave her ease, 

To feel her baby feeding at her breast, 

And pluck to go on gathering strawberries. 

 

 

‘Strawberries’ combines the Georgian-style fondness for rural landscapes, romance and clear 

precise illustrations with the complex negotiation of pain thematic of ‘World War One 

poetry’. Gender and location are used to create a divide and disconnect between localities and 

individuals engaged in combatant and non-combatant life. The soldier’s wife is rendered 

incapable of understanding either her husband’s experiences or reasoning for going to war. 

She is not considered party to the same masculine mind-set and social requirement of martial 

duty and is only able to relate what she reads in her husband’s letters to her own limited 

experiences and equate her own pain while picking strawberries to his as best she can.
36

 Yet 

even this cannot fully engage her because of the potentially destructive force of imagination. 

Recalling the difficulties her husband is undergoing is too violent for her to mentally cope 

with and thus she suppresses or ignores memories of her husband’s words and the images 

they have the ability to conjure in her mind. She is afraid to think of him undergoing any 

experience more painful than her own and thus refuses to, instead she only thinks deeply of 

him and his actions before battle. She is capable of attempting to analyse his reasoning for 

leaving her and their children though incapable of coming to a conclusion on the matter. This 

is a safe topic to think on because it has occurred within her realm of experience and this 

memory can exist without engendering thoughts of her husband in battle. Her husband being 

placed in England in these memories and thus not engaged in the war (though his actions lead 

to this), allows her a measure of mental comfort. The worlds are separate even if one does 

precipitate the other. She proves that the two cannot coexist. Thoughts of the war by an 

individual in England, especially in what we may imagine as the pastoral countryside, have 

the potential to be fatal or at the very least cause one to ‘go crazed’. Any honest description of 

the battle experience is impossible in this world; the closest possibility is a comparison 

because the only way to fully understand is to engage in the same experience, which is 

impossible for her to do without entering the war herself. 

Her picking of strawberries expresses irony due to the safety, simplicity and the pacific 

nature of the task. Her attempts to relate the pain she feels while engaged in this innocent non-

violent activity demonstrate her naivety. She believes on some level that her pain is akin to 

that of her husband’s ‘rifle nigh red-hot, and every limb/Aching for sleep, the sweat dried on 

his brow,/And baking in the blaze,’ and that her thirst is the same as his ‘burning thirst’. Yet 

their experiences are completely different. Her efforts to link strawberry picking to fighting 

only serve to deepen the divide between the two and further enhance the absurdity of either 

world having a simultaneous shared experience. 

 

Conclusion  

 

 The importance of food to social life as well as morale enabled it to engender complex 

feelings and to be incorporated into the poetry of World War One as a means to identify 

different realms of existence and attitudes towards the war, fears, memories and temporalities. 

Though authors like Gibson, Graves and Rosenberg use food as a means to destabilize 

perspective and question the appropriateness of nostalgia on the battlefield, it nonetheless 

offered many individuals a sense of comfort and a temporary relief from the strains of war. 
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This momentary ease seems to occupy a position of distrust or fear within the imagination of 

these poets because of its cognitive links to the world outside the Western Front. 

Recollections of food and home become dangerous because they are often connected to or 

result in death or misery in poetry of World War One. The world outside the conflict is 

prohibited from entering and attempts to do so end violently. However, it is this very 

connection that provides food with its symbolic power. The inevitability of food instigating 

memories of past events allows it to occupy a position of importance in our interpretation of 

experiences. Food was not merely a means to sustain vitality but acted as a crucial link, for 

good or for ill, between the chaos of the battlefield and the tranquillity of life before the war. 

The simplicity and pervasiveness of food in accounts of the war allows it to be used in a wide 

variety of contexts and as a vehicle for the subtle or disquieting expression of traumatic 

events. The near-inevitability of food engendering nostalgia allows it to simultaneously 

occupy positions of happiness, longing and fear, rendering its relationship with experiences 

and literature complex, yet nonetheless essential for understanding and interpretation. Though 

mention of food in poems or in diaries may seem incidental, the variety of its emotional and 

physiological associations make food an intrinsic part of the interpretations of experiences in 

World War One and the poetry that emerges from it.  
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